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Welcome
Chances are, you’ve accessed this guide because you have a basic understanding of the Scientific 

Research & Experimental Development (SR&ED) program and you want to learn more.

Or you just read that you could recover thousands of dollars from the government  
for your R&D efforts and want to know what it’s all about.

Well, either way you’ve come to the right place. Here at Boast, we’ve taken everything we know about 
the SR&ED tax credit program and more and compiled it into an Ultimate Guide for your reference.

If there is something that we didn’t cover or you’d like more clarification, feel free to give contact us.

Happy SR&EDing,

Your R&D Tax Advisors at Boast

/  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /

1.800.290.5672

contact@boast.ai
or send us an email at
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What Is SR&ED?
Introduced in the 1980s, the Scientific Research & Experimental Development (SR&ED) tax credit is a 
federal tax incentive program administered by the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA). 

The program encourages businesses of all sizes to conduct research and development to create new 
or improve existing products, processes, principles, methodologies, or materials.

Software Development & ICT

Agriculture

Oil & Gas and Energy

Biotechnology

Manufacturing

And more

SR&ED CAN BE APPLIED 
IN A NUMBER OF 

INDUSTRIES, INCLUDING:

SR&ED SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH &  
EXPERIMENTAL DEVELOPMENT{

ANNUALLY, OVER $4.1B 
has been provided in assistance to 20,000+ claimants. 

However, unlike other grants which have fiscal year caps,  
there is no cap for the overall funding under the Tax Act. 

$4.1B

It’s a Canadian 
research and 
development  

tax credit

Commonly 
pronounced 

“SHRED”

95% of claims 
are considered 
experimental 
development

Both CCPCs and 
non-CCPCs can 

claim SR&ED (there 
are just different 

return rates.)

SR&ED returns 
are called 

Investment Tax 
Credits (or ITCs)

HERE IS A BASIC OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM:

+
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Boast helps companies in the US and Canada automate the complicated 
process of claiming R&D incentives from the government. 

ULTIMATELY, WORKING 

WITH BOAST LEADS TO 

LARGER CLAIMS AND 

LOWER AUDIT RISK WITH 

LESS TIME INVESTED  

FROM YOUR TEAM.

While the US and Canadian governments provide more than $10 billion in R&D 
incentives each year, the qualification criteria are confusing, the documentation 
requirements are onerous, and the claim preparation process is tedious.

Boast takes over this burden and manages the entire claim process, so your 
team can focus on building your business instead of chasing R&D credits.

We gather data from your existing technical and financial systems (e.g. JIRA, 
GitHub, Gusto etc.) to help identify, categorize, and time track eligible projects, 
employee time, and total expenditures. 

Additionally, our team of technical SR&ED experts and CPAs review the data on 
an ongoing basis and prepare your claims proactively throughout the year. 

Our approach combining software and experts ensures your claim is being 
prepared on an ongoing basis so nothing is missed and your claims are 
defensible in the event of an audit.

ABOUT BOAST
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Work must meet the following three criteria to be eligible for SR&ED:

The work carried out in the 
experimental development 

activity must generate 
information that advances your 

understanding of underlying 
technologies and furthers 
technical knowledge. In a 

business context, this means 
that when a new or improved 
material, device, product or 
process is created, it must 
embody a technological 
advancement in order  

to be eligible.

Technological obstacles/
uncertainties are the 

technological problems or 
unknowns that cannot be 
overcome by applying the 
techniques, procedures 

and data that are generally 
accessible to competent 
professionals in the field.  

In other words, any qualified 
person working on the project 

must overcome technical 
challenges with their  
existing knowledge.

To be eligible, the project has 
to have been conducted in an 
iterative, systematic process 
with documentation. A typical 
process involves identifying 
the unknowns or challenges, 
forming a hypothesis about 

how to solve those challenges, 
testing and experimentation, 

and an analysis of the process 
to reach your conclusion.

In a business context, this requires that the objectives must be 
clearly stated at an early stage in the evolution of a project and 
the method of addressing the unknown must be clearly set out.

THREE CRITERIA USED TO QUALIFY FOR SR&ED

1 2 3

DO I QUALIFY FOR SR&ED FROM  
A TECHNICAL PERSPECTIVE?

In this section, we’ll cover the three criteria for claiming 
SR&ED as well as review questions the CRA uses to 

determine whether your project qualifies or not.

Technological 
Advancement

Technological  
Uncertainty

Technological  
Content
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Experimental development 
to achieve technological 

advancement to create new 
materials, devices, products, 

or processes, or improve 
existing ones.

“I DON’T DO TYPICAL R&D WORK.  
CAN I STILL APPLY?”
The SR&ED program’s research & development definition is 
somewhat different than what most individuals think when they 
hear R&D. In this case, R&D means that you are trying to advance 
the state of your technology through a systematic approach 
while overcoming technical challenges.

The SR&ED program takes into account information readily 
available in the public domain (search engines, white papers, 
software patterns, etc.) as well as the context of your company. If 
you can’t find a solution to your technical problem within the public 
domain, then this is where your work may qualify for SR&ED.

In fact, certain technological challenges arise from constraints 
faced by your specific situation due to legacy support issues or 
legacy equipment used. Overcoming these types of technical 
challenges in a systematic way could make the work eligible for 
SR&ED tax credits.

Support work in engineering, 
design, operations research, 

mathematical analysis, 
computer programming, 

data collection, testing, or 
psychological research, 

but only if the work is 
commensurate with, and 

directly supports, the eligible 
experimental development, or 

applied or basic research.

Applied research to 
advance scientific 

knowledge with a specific 
practical application in view.

Basic research to 
advance scientific 

knowledge without 
a specific practical 
application in view.

QUALIFYING WORK FOR SR&ED TAX CREDITS CAN BE:
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EXCERPT FROM CANADIAN GOVERNMENT CRA WEBSITE:
Guidelines on the eligibility of work for scientific research and  

experimental development (SR&ED) tax incentives.

https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/scientific-research-experimental-development-tax-
incentive-program/policies-procedures-guidelines/guidelines-eligibility-work-sred-tax-incentives.html

Requirements for Work to be Eligible
The definition describes why and how SR&ED is conducted, 
which are two key requirements that must both be met for  
work to be eligible as SR&ED.

The “Why” Requirement
Work must be conducted for the advancement of scientific 
knowledge or for the purpose of achieving technological 
advancement. The key to both is the generation or discovery 
of knowledge that advances the understanding of science or 
technology. The type of knowledge in this context is conceptual 
knowledge, such as theories or prediction models, rather 
than just factual knowledge, such as data or measurements. 
Categorizing this knowledge as being either scientific or 
technological is not important when it comes to determining  
the eligibility of work, as both scientific and technological 
knowledge are eligible.

How can you determine when new scientific or technological 
knowledge is needed? It is needed when it is unknown (or 
uncertain) whether a given result or objective can be achieved, 
due to an insufficiency in the available scientific or technological 
knowledge. This is referred to as a scientific or technological 
uncertainty. Note that the available knowledge is the combined 
scientific or technological knowledge of the resources within 
your business and those sources that are reasonably available  
to you publicly.

The recognition that scientific or technological uncertainty 
exists marks the starting point for the SR&ED work, while the 
advancement is the targeted outcome of the work. Therefore, 
an attempt to resolve scientific or technological uncertainty is an 
attempt to achieve scientific or technological advancement.

When faced with such an uncertainty, if you do not address it, or 
you circumvent it with a workaround using available knowledge, 
then the work will not be eligible. However, if you try to resolve 
the uncertainty and your work is an attempt to generate or 
discover new scientific or technological knowledge, your  
work will meet the “Why” requirement.

The definition of SR&ED only requires that the purpose of the 
work be for achieving scientific or technological advancement, 
or in other words, for the purpose of generating or discovering 
scientific or technological knowledge that advances the 
understanding of science or technology.

When you decide to try to resolve the scientific or technological 
uncertainty you are facing, how your work is conducted is also 
important for eligibility.

The “How” Requirement
Work must be a systematic investigation or search that is carried 
out in a field of science or technology by means of experiment  
or analysis (contained in the beginning of the definition).

Businesses follow known design methods, techniques, 
procedures, protocols, standards, and other practices. Problems 
are often solved using a systematic approach that follows 
established procedures and standards. Nonetheless, it is not 
enough that work be carried out systematically for it to be 
eligible for SR&ED tax incentives.

It is important to distinguish between a systematic approach 
to carrying out work and the approach that is a systematic 
investigation or search called for in the definition of SR&ED.  
The latter approach includes:

• Generating an idea consistent with known facts, which serves 
as a starting point for further investigation towards achieving 
your objective or resolving your problem. Your idea may be 
expressed as a possible solution to a problem, a proposed 
method, or an approach. This can be referred to as a 
hypothesis.

• Testing of the idea or hypothesis by means of experiment or 
analysis. The idea can evolve and change because of testing.

• Developing logical conclusions based on the results or  
findings of the experiment or analysis.

• Keeping evidence that is generated as the work progresses.

Note that success or failure in meeting your 
objectives is not relevant when assessing whether 

your work meets the “Why” requirement. 

https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/scientific-research-experimental-development-tax-incentive-program/policies-procedures-guidelines/guidelines-eligibility-work-sred-tax-incentives.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/scientific-research-experimental-development-tax-incentive-program/policies-procedures-guidelines/guidelines-eligibility-work-sred-tax-incentives.html
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SR&ED-eligible expenditures and rates of return depend on the size of the company, 
ownership, and whether they are CCPC (Canadian-controlled) or non-CCPC  
(foreign-controlled or publicly owned). The rates of return also vary by province.

SR&ED-ELIGIBLE EXPENDITURES AND OVERHEAD
Companies can claim the following expenditures:

Salaries
Company makes regular 
payments to employees

CCPCs receive the following return rates:

32%
Sub-contractors

42%
Materials

SR&ED RETURN RATES FOR CCPCS AND NON-CCPCS
SR&ED return rates depend on the type of company you have; a CCPC is a Canadian-controlled 

private corporation, while a non-CCPC is a foreign controlled or publicly-owned corporation. 

Refundable ITCs
Investment tax credits (ITCs) generated from these expenditures are considered refundable. This means that the 

company will receive a cheque from the government if it has already paid its income tax owing for the year.

*These rates are calculated with an overhead proxy of 55% for companies based  
in the province of British Columbia. The provincial portion varies in each province. 

Sub-contractor fees
Company contracts with an arm’s 
length party to perform SR&ED 
eligible work.

Materials
Materials consumed or 
transformed in the process  
of SR&ED eligible work.

WHAT CAN  
I CLAIM?

64%
Salaries
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On the other hand, non-CCPCs receive the following return rates*:

NON-REFUNDABLE ITCs
Investment tax credits (ITCs) generated from these expenditures are non-refundable (except the provincial 

portions in Ontario, Manitoba, Alberta, Quebec, New Brunswick, Newfoundland and labrador,  
and Nova Scotia). This means that they will be applied to the company’s income tax owing.  

Unused ITCs may be carried back 3 years or carried forward 20 years.

*These rates are calculated with an overhead proxy of 55% for companies based in  
the province of British Columbia. The provincial portion varies in each province. 

OVERHEAD: TRADITIONAL VS. PROXY METHOD
There are two ways to measure overhead related to SR&ED expenditures:

1 2
The proxy method is much more straightforward and 
most commonly used compared to the traditional 
method. Instead of tracking expenditures, you can 
increase your eligible salary pool by 55%. For example, 
if you have $100,000 of SR&ED eligible salaries, you 
get $50,000 to cover your overhead expenses.

The proxy method saves a lot of time internally; you 
don’t have to document each expense and produce 
the necessary paperwork to support your calculations. 
Rather, consider the proxy method as an assumed ‘lift’ 
to cover all associated overhead.

The traditional method requires you to list all overhead 
and expenditures related to SR&ED work. While this 
sounds easy enough, SR&ED work is often conducted 
in the same facility as non-SR&ED eligible work so it can 
be complicated to calculate. Each expenditure must be 
explained and the calculations must be presented to 
demonstrate how your claim was calculated.

36%
Salaries

18%
Sub-contractors

24%
Materials

Proxy 
Method

Traditional 
Method
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PROVINCIAL SR&ED RETURN RATES

Province/Territory Provincial/  
Credit Rate CCPC Refundable? Other Corporations 

Refundable?
Expenditure   

Limit?

BRITISH  COLUMBIA 10% Yes No Up to $3M

ALBERTA Up to 20% Yes Yes Up to $3M

MANITOBA 15%

Yes - 50% for in-house 
expenditures and 

100% refundable for 
eligible contracts with 
a qualified research 
institute carried on in 

Manitoba

Yes - 50% for in-house 
expenditures and 

100% refundable for 
eligible contracts with 
a qualified research 
institute carried on in 

Manitoba

-

ONTARIO Business Research  
Institute Tax Credit (OBRITC) 20% Yes Yes Up to $20M

Ontario Innovation Tax Credit (OITC) 8% Yes Yes Up to $3M

Ontario Research and Development 
Tax Credit (ORDTC) 3.50% No No -

QUEBEC 30% first $5k in spend 
does not qualify Yes Yes - 14% credit rate Up to $3M

NOVA SCOTIA 15% Yes Yes -

NEW BRUNSWICK 15% Yes Yes -

NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR 15% Yes Yes -

SASKATCHEWAN 10%

Yes - refundable 
for up to $1M & 

non-refundable for 
expenses in excess 

of $1M

No Up to $3M

YUKON 15%
Yes - an additional 5% 

is available on amounts 
paid or payable to 

Yukon College only

Yes - an additional 5% 
is available on amounts 

paid or payable to 
Yukon College only

-

For the full summary of provincial and territorial research and development  
tax credit breakdowns please visit the CRA’s website here.

Note: Prince Edward Island, Northwest Territories and Nunavut do not offer research and development tax credits.
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SR&ED EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATION #1: SOFTWARE COMPANY

How much would a software company recover claiming SR&ED? Let’s find out.

Company ABC is developing a software platform to integrate their customer relationship  
management system and their operations management system. These systems were not  

developed to work together so there have been some significant challenges.

They have 4 developers (one front-end and three back-end) working on this project 75%  
of their time. They are employees and their salaries are each $75K per year.

To calculate their potential SR&ED return:
Front-end development work is not typically eligible for SR&ED claims, so we will not count the front-end developers salary  
for this calculation. However, every situation is different, so please contact your SR&ED advisor for a custom assessment.

Excluding the front-end developer, Company ABC can claim $225K ($75K x 3) worth of salaries for their SR&ED claim. Since the 
developers spend 75% of their time on SR&ED, we reduce the eligible salaries expenditure pool to ~$169K ($225K x 75%).

Using the proxy overhead method and CCPC rates of return for both provincial and federal portions, Company ABC would  
qualify for ~$109K worth of investment tax credits (ITCs). Since they are a CCPC, Company ABC will receive their ITCs in the  
form of a cheque from the CRA (assuming their taxes have been paid in full that fiscal year). That’s roughly the equivalent  
of hiring another developer!

Here’s the step-by-step calculation:

Determine Total Qualifying Expenditures
(Salaries of 3 back-end developers being paid $75K /year 
and spending 75% of their time)

$75K x 3 x 75% = ~$169K

Calculate Total Qualifying Expenditure Pool

$169K + 93K = ~$262K

Calculate Provincial ITCs (BC rate is 10%)

$262K x 10% = ~$26K

Determine Federal Expenditure Pool

(Remove Provincial Portion from Total  
Qualifying Expenditure Pool)

$262K - 26K = ~$236K

Calculate Federal ITCs  
(CCPC rate is 35%)

$236K x 35% = $83K

Calculate Total ITCs Earned  
(Add Provincial and Federal ITCs)

$26K + $83K = $109K

1

3

4

5

6

7

Apply Overhead Proxy Method to Salaries 
(55%)

$169K x 55% = ~$93K

2
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SR&ED EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATION #2: MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Here’s a more complicated example of a manufacturing company’s potential SR&ED claim for 2021.

Company XYZ is a large manufacturing enterprise based in Ontario, classified as a non-CCPC. They are working on 
improving the durability and performance of their widgets while keeping their internal cost of goods sold the same. 

They have hired 4 senior mechanical engineers and 1 sub-contractor 75% of their time on this project.  
The engineers’ salaries are $10K each and the sub-contractor fees total $125K.

To calculate their potential SR&ED return:
Company XYZ can claim $300K ($100K x 4 x 75%) worth of salaries for their SR&ED claim. You can only claim 80% of sub-contractor 
fees so only $100K will qualify ($125K x 80%). We’re assuming 100% of the sub-contractor’s work is SR&ED eligible.

Using the proxy method and non-CCPC rates, Company XYZ would qualify for ~$133˙K worth of investment tax credits (ITCs).

Since they are a non-CCPC, Company XYZ will receive their Federal ITCs as a tax credit that can be applied indefinitely  
or carried back 3 years, and Provincial ITC’s as Cash and Credits.

*Kindly note: Determining qualifying expenditures is a 
complicated part of the SR&ED claim process. These 
case studies should not be used as a template to 
calculate your potential SR&ED return.

Note - Federal Portion is non-refundable tax credits & 
Provincial Amount is Refundable Tax Credits

Determine Total Qualifying Expenditures for Salaries 
(Salaries of 4 engineers being paid $100K per year,  
75% of the time)

($100K x 4) x 75% = $300K

Determine Total Qualifying Expenditures  
for Sub-Contractors 
(Sub-contractor was paid $125K. Only 80% of  
total sub-contractor fees may be claimed)

$125K x 80% = $100K

Apply Overhead Proxy Method to Salaries (55%)

$300K x 55% = $165K

Calculate Total Qualifying Expenditure Pool  
(Salaries + Overhead+ Sub-contractors)

$300K + $165K + $100K = $565K

Calculate Provincial ITCs  
(ON rate is 8%)

$565K x $8% = $45,200K

Determine Federal Expenditure Pool  
(Remove Provincial ITCs from Total  
Qualifying Expenditure Pool)

$565K - $45,200K = $519,800K

Calculate Federal ITCs  
(Non-CCPC rate is 15%)

$519,800K x 15% = ~$77,970K

Calculate Total ITCs Earned  
(Add Provincial and Federal ITCs)

$45,200K + $77,970K = ~$123,170K

1A

1B

2

3

4

5

6

7

Here’s the step-by-step calculation:

If Company XYZ was a CCPC, their total ITCs would 
be $227,130 and all of it would be refundable.
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WHAT DO I HAVE TO DOCUMENT?

DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS

Documentation is a key component and requirement for 
getting your SR&ED claim approved by the CRA. In this 
section, we’ll discuss various forms of documentation and how 
to prepare your internal practices before it’s too late.

SR&ED Criteria
In order to prove to the CRA that your project 
meets the SR&ED criteria, you must have proper 
documentation ready. Your documentation should 
help you answer the following questions:

• What work was performed?

• What were the challenges?

The more precise your documentation, the better.  
Poor documentation and time tracking could  

drastically reduce your potential claim.

The CRA wants all documentation to:
• Highlight technological uncertainties and time 

put against them in order to find a solution

• Document all technical challenges as the work 
progresses
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TIME TRACKING

TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION

Time tracking is perhaps the most important piece of documentation to have. 
Time sheets prove what you spent your time on as well as how much time 
you spent on them.

Here are common forms of documentation (that you are hopefully already using)  
that can be used to support your software SR&ED claims:

Technical records
Maintain records on technical challenges faced during 
development. You should include details on experiments 
conducted, prototypes created, iterations, testing and 
analysis of test results. Include specific metrics as 
appropriate (i.e. performance was greater than 5 seconds, 
when the limit was 1 second; memory usage was X with 
only 10 concurrent users). This could be done weekly  
or bi-weekly.

Version control for all technical documents
Use in architecture documents, design documents, 
as well as source code to track the evolution of the 
system. Include notes on technical issues when 
checking files into the version control system.

Since your tax credit is calculated as a percentage of the salary/money spent R&D, the CRA is looking for a clearly 
detailed outline of how much capital was spent and whether your documentation supports your claim.

WE RECOMMEND TRACKING 100% OF YOUR TIME.
All employees involved in R&D should track 100% of their time as well as separate SR&ED and non-SR&ED  
eligible activities. This will ensure that the percentage of time spent on SR&ED is calculated accurately.

You can take it a step further and set up the following time tracking categories for SR&ED eligible activities:

• Development      • Project Management       • Technical Requirements

• Testing                 • Technical Analysis           • Admin
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TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION

Software Prototypes
Save prototypes (possibly in the version control system) 
and include notes on the analysis of the prototype.

Test Documents
Save test cases, results and analysis. Include dates  
and who performed the testing.

Developer Notebooks
Keep all handwritten developer notebooks.  
Have them include dates on the notes.

DEPENDING ON THE INDUSTRIES, YOU CAN ALSO INCLUDE PRODUCT 

PROTOTYPES AND ASSOCIATED MATERIALS, AND ENGINEER NOTEBOOKS.

Meeting Minutes
Include date, attendees, duration of meeting,  
point form descriptions of technical issues discussed.

Whiteboard Photos
Take pictures of software designs created on 
whiteboards and save with project documentation.

Emails
Track email exchanges with labels when relevant 
challenges were discussed.
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  Schedule reminders for yourself and teams to track time and update notes
If your team is having a hard time documenting on a daily or weekly basis, schedule it in. Pick one day a week and 
make a conscious effort to track your time and project developments. You can also use this time to update project 
challenges and notes in your project management system.

  Discuss project challenges in your weekly scrum meeting
If you meet with your team at least once a week, add a discussion item around challenges and delegate one 
person to take detailed and dated notes. You can even use a simple form like the example below:

Project: Project X          Time Start: 10:00am 
Date: May 8, 2022        Time End: 10:25am

Attendees: Bill, Bob, John
Challenges: Please briefly describe the challenges (technological obstacles) faced during the week  
and briefly summarize what work was done to resolve the challenges.

Testing reported poor performance with over 100 concurrent users. Message passing between component X and  
component Y took 500ms; the limit is 100ms. To improve performance, we developed a new message passing mechanism  
to eliminate the need to serialize/deserialize messages. Performance improved to 300ms. Work is ongoing to improve.

  Use a project management system
These are not only used to track your tasks but can also track time and capture 
challenges. While many teams rely on tools such as JIRA, Asana, Monday or 
Trello (as well as Excel), here are a few more tools that your team can leverage:

WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION
It is much more time consuming to piece project documentation together after the fact and some teams may  

even miss their deadlines altogether because they just didn’t have the time to go digging for information.

• Notion  
• Basecamp  

• FreedCamp  
• 10,000 ft

Here are a few ways to help you stay on top of your contemporaneous documentation:

  Get organized
Organizing documentation is the last thing you want to think of when you start a project, especially if/when  
you aren’t sure it’s SR&ED eligible. However, it can save a lot of time in the long-run.
• Create an internal email label for your project and file emails under it so you can quickly and easily access them. 

Additionally, try using a handy communications tool like Slack to get rid of all those back-and-forth emails altogether.
• Take pictures of your whiteboard drawings and save them in your project management system  

(or just in a shared folder for the time being).
• Save notebooks and flag important pages so you don’t have to comb through pages later. Make sure  

these pages have dates.
• For software companies, record notes on the source code itself and be sure to include test results  

and analysis/conclusions, if possible.
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TRACKING TIPS FOR NEW SR&ED CLAIMANTS
Every company manages their internal time tracking and documentation differently. However, there  

are some tips we can share with first-time SR&ED claimants that will ease the claiming process:

• Don’t underestimate the importance of  
challenges and notes captured in emails.

• Discuss project challenges in your weekly  
scrum meetings

• Start recording early, even if you aren’t sure  
if your work is SR&ED eligible yet.

• Schedule reminders to create notes in your 
project management system.

• Schedule reminders to record your time  
at the end of every day.

• For software companies, record notes  
on the source code itself.

• Enlist an internal champion to oversee 

• SR&ED eligible projects

• Educate your team on what qualifies  
and what doesn’t

FINANCIAL DOCUMENTATION
Your SR&ED claim will not require any further financial documentation 

outside of standard accounting principles, such as T4 slips,  
invoice trails, and expenses being claimed within the fiscal year.

We work closely with your accountant to prepare the  
SR&ED tax schedules in order to submit your claim.
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TYPES OF CRA REVIEWS
CRA reviews are inevitable.

When companies submit a SR&ED claim, there is always the possibility that the CRA will want to review that claim 
in more detail and ensure that the program requirements are met. 

In order to ensure that your SR&ED claim doesn’t get flagged for a CRA review, you must learn as much as you 
can about the review process so that you are very familiar with what to expect and can make more informed 
decisions about the claim process.

It’s important to note that being selected for a CRA review doesn’t mean that your company and financial 
statements will be fully audited, only the information that you provided for your SR&ED claim will be reviewed.

The SR&ED Claim Process
Once the SR&ED claim is submitted, the CRA reviews and processes this information internally. Their computer 
scanning system scans and looks for errors or inconsistencies in the claims and once your claim has been 
scanned, your organization will receive a Notice of Assessment letter notifying you that your claim has been 
“accepted as filed,” or that they would like to conduct a “detailed technical and financial review.”

First-Time Claimant Advisory 
Service (FTCAS) review

Desktop 
review

Financial only 
review

Financial and 
Technical review1 2 3 4

Four Kinds of CRA Reviews
Many people don’t realize that there are actually four kinds of CRA Reviews:

If your claim goes through a desktop review, it means that someone manually read through your tax 
form to ensure its accuracy. After they’ve conducted a desktop review, sometimes they ask for more 
information on the technical side.

A financials only review is when a member of the CRA goes through your financial claim. They do  
not review the technical report included on your tax form, but simply calculate the financials and  
confirm accuracy.

The third type of review is a detailed financial and technical review. This is a much more involved 
process since a CRA representative visits you onsite to review both the technical and financial 
documentation and interview key technical staff. You should plan to have your SR&ED claim  
providers present for this onsite meeting to discuss your claim. 
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REVIEWS FOR FIRST TIME CLAIMERS
Introduced in 2014, First Time Claimant Advisory Service (FTCAS) reviews are a complimentary service that 
the CRA provides for first-time SR&ED claimants. They are meant to be educational and conversational so 
that every new claimant has a better understanding of what the CRA looks for in a SR&ED claim.

WHAT SHOULD YOU EXPECT?
During the meeting
The CRA will coordinate a time for the 
SR&ED Reviewer to visit your office and 
meet with your team and/or SR&ED advisor. 
Be sure to allocate four hours (at most) for 
the meeting.

After the meeting
Your CRA reviewer will put a report together with written recommendations on what to improve for the next claim. 
After you receive the report, you will receive your official Notice of Assessment (NOA) for your SR&ED claim.

During the meeting
The meeting can take anywhere from 2-4 hours. Your SR&ED 
reviewer may be a recently employed junior employee or could be 
an advanced SR&ED Reviewer who has been with the CRA for over 
10 years. Either way, they typically cover four main areas:

• Review what the SR&ED program is

• Review the technical requirements for SR&ED and the extent of 
eligible work Review the financials for your SR&ED claim

• Review your SR&ED claim from a technical perspective

If selected for a FTCAS, a SR&ED reviewer will come to your office and provide advice on:

How to identify potential eligible work in the context of your business;

How to identify allowable expenditures;

Types of documentation and other evidence that could support a claim; and

How to complete and file future SR&ED claims.

FTCAS meetings are not to be confused with the CRA reviews, which are much more 
elaborate as they can ultimately result in the approval or denial of your SR&ED claim.

Be sure to answer the CRA reviewer’s questions as directly as possible; you don’t 
need to dive into the technology or process in elaborate detail if they don’t ask for that 

information. If they do need more information, they will be sure to ask.
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HOW SHOULD YOU PREPARE?

SR&ED CLAIM TURNAROUND TIMES
The SR&ED claim service standards are:

Refundable claims  
(typically CCPCs)
60 calendar days from receipt  
of a complete claim.* 

Claimant-requested adjustments  
to refundable claims 
240 calendar days from receipt  
of a complete claim.

* Once the claim is accepted as filed, there are no additional audits or reviews unless there is evidence of fraud.

Non-refundable claims  
(typically non-CCPCs)
360 calendar days from receipt of a 
complete claim, even if initially approved. 

Claimant-requested adjustments  
to non-refundable claims
365 calendar days from receipt  
of a complete claim.

Review your hypothesis 
and the technical 

challenges with your 
team

Review what was known 
and what was unknown 

when your team began the 
project. This includes tools, 

methodologies, etc.

Discuss the submitted claim 
with your SR&ED advisor. (They 
can attend the meeting as an 

extra resource)

1 2 3

60 360

365240

HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR SR&ED PROVIDER
SR&ED consultants aren’t your typical service providers. 

Throughout the SR&ED claiming process, they will review highly confidential and 
private information. They will get to know your company and many of its employees 
quite well. The best SR&ED consultants will be right beside you throughout the 
process, and especially in case of a review.

You don’t just want to pick the first consultant who approaches you. It is very 
important to take the time to ask relevant questions that will help determine  
if the relationship is the right fit for your company.
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1   What is the time investment from my team?

SR&ED claims are notorious for how time-consuming they can be, seeing as how the majority of the claims are prepared 
manually. If your product and dev teams aren’t collecting time tracking information or evidence to substantiate the claim 
with contemporaneous documentation, it’s very likely that they will be spending weeks collecting all that data when it’s 
time to file the claim. 

In fact, we found that prior to working with Boast, our clients were spending upwards of 3-4 weeks preparing their SR&ED 
claims, even though many had outsourced the claim to SR&ED providers. When you’re choosing your SR&ED consultant, 
make sure you determine the full time commitment from your team. If they are preparing the full claim end-to-end and 
truly providing a white-glove service, it should take your team no more than a few hours per project. 

2   Where does your technical expertise lie?

Different claims in different industries require different approaches. While this can sound vague, it’s very straightforward. 
The consultant needs to understand the industry standard practices and how your R&D activities go above and beyond 
standard practice (whether it’s engineering, software development, or science).

Ask them how they approach the technical side of the claim. Do they have a solid understanding of your 
technology or development and will they be able to properly explain the advancement(s)?

THERE ARE NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS, BUT WE RECOMMEND ASKING THE FOLLOWING  QUESTIONS:

For example, some claims in the software development industry are better suited for a technical-based firm that will have 
a better understanding of the technical achievement. While many SR&ED consultants say they’re industry experts, they’re 
indeed experts at tax—not the technical industry that aligns with your R&D work. As a result, their skillset may not fully 
comprehend the complexity and magnitude of your innovation, and therefore not be able to identify SR&ED eligibility of 
all of the projects. 

In this case, while they can likely prepare a strong financial portion of the claim, your team will be stuck preparing the 
technical portion, which can take weeks worth of time from your CTO or Head of Product. 

3   How much of my expenditures will I be able to claim?

While there is no guaranteed answer to this question, every SR&ED provider will promise that they will maximize your 
claim and get you more money back. So, use this question to start the conversation about how they plan to file your 
claim. What is their process like? Who will be working on the claim with your team?

4   How much of my expenditures will I be able to claim?

Since the traditional SR&ED claim process is manual and time-consuming, make sure you understand how they are 
planning to maximize your claim. If they start talking in circles or start making promises that seem too good to be true, 
be wary. Unless your team has kept diligent and thorough documentation for every single R&D project from the very 
beginning, it is unlikely that these SR&ED providers can truly maximize your claim. 

On the other hand, if the claim providers use AI-powered technology to integrate with your existing technology stack, 
such as JIRA, GitHub, etc., then it’s likely they will be able to account for the time spent by each employee and collect all 
the necessary evidence required to ensure larger claims. 
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5   What is your claim approach? Will you defend me in case of an audit?
This question can help you determine how much time and effort they put into understanding the technical aspect of your 
claim. Every well prepared SR&ED claim should start with the technical foundation and then proceed to the financials.

More importantly, make sure you discuss what happens in case of an audit at this point. In our experience, many SR&ED 
providers ask your team to go back through all the documentation you have and provide the necessary evidence 
needed to defend against the audit. Then, they simply show up at the audit meeting with the CRA.

However, a true audit defense means the SR&ED consultant is in the weeds with you, digging through the project files 
and data to gather evidence on your behalf, which drastically reduces the time commitment from your team in preparation 
for the audit.

6   How are your fees structured?

Make sure you understand how the SR&ED provider is charging for their services. Do they charge a flat fee or is a tiered 
approach? Is it flexible?

Some consultants charge a flat rate percentage on the successful amount of investment tax credits (ITCs) you/they 
claimed. Regardless of the size of the claim, they could take anywhere from 15-22% of your claim since it varies per firm.

Others take a tiered approach so that their percentage decreases as the amount of ITCs claimed increases. It really 
depends on the potential size of your claim and how confident you are in your service provider.

So, make sure you ask your SR&ED provider if they guarantee they will be there to 
help defend your claim (and how), or if you’ll be on your own. 

Be wary if they say they ask for payment up front, or if they say they’re charging per project. A ‘per project fee’ 
may sound enticing, but in many cases, the underlying motivations are misaligned since they will try to write as 
many R&D projects as possible to maximize their fees. 

How are your fees structured?
• The terms of engagement could also play a factor in deciding who you want to go with:

• How many years will you be working with this provider? 

• Do you plan on spending more on R&D in the next few years? Does the length of the service 
contract impact the fee or rates?

/  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  / 
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7   Can you provide client references?

Successful SR&ED providers will be able to provide client referrals. Before you reach out to referrals, make sure to do 
your own homework first. Look up any online reviews, client testimonials, case studies, or simply ask some of your industry 
peers. Chances are, some of your fellow innovation peers would have dealt with a SR&ED provider or two and could give 
you their feedback.

In summary, we want to equip you with thought-provoking questions to help you determine the right SR&ED consultant for 
your company’s needs. An experienced SR&ED consulting firm will happily address all of your questions and needs upfront. 

However, the most important question is to ask yourself is whether you trust them and 
are confident in their abilities to maximize your potential SR&ED claim.

SUMMARY: YOUR SR&ED CLAIM CHECKLIST
Take a moment to review our SR&ED claim checklist to determine whether you’re eligible, and  

then answer the remaining questions so you can have your items ready for your next claim.

IS YOUR R&D PROJECT ELIGIBLE?
The three criteria for determining the SR&ED eligibility of your development work are:

Technological advancement - The work must attempt to 
increase the technology base or level of understanding from 
where it was at the beginning of the project.

Technological uncertainty - There were obstacles or 
challenges that could not have been overcome by applying 
the techniques, procedures and data that is generally 
accessible to competent professionals in the field.

Technical content - A systematic process for testing a 
hypothesis must be in place. The objectives of the project 
must be clearly stated at an early stage and the method of 
addressing the obstacles or challenges must be set out  
and followed.

/  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  / 

1

2

3
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HAVE YOU…

HERE ARE SOME REAL-WORLD APPLICATIONS THAT PUT THE 
THREE SR&ED ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA INTO PRACTICE.

IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO ANY OF THE ABOVE QUESTIONS,  
YOU HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO CLAIM SR&ED.

 Designed, developed or attempted to 
develop new software/systems/tools/
products/ processes?

 Modified an existing technology?

 Integrated various databases or applications 
that don’t normally communicate?

 Added new features, modified or improved 
an existing product?

 Improved response time of your software 
application?

 Changed a process to reduce costs or to 
improve manufacturing capabilities/timing?

 Created a new product, made improvements 
or added new features to an existing 
product?

 Incurred costs related to a process, project, 
or prototype that is incomplete because of 
unresolved technical problems?

 Modified your product formulation?

 Automated production?

 Modified existing products or machines to 
new applications?

 Machined/fabricated parts/dies using new 
materials or to meet higher tolerances?

WHAT KIND OF COMPANY ARE YOU?

Since there are different rates of return for SR&ED refunds, you must know which type of company you have.

~64% ~32% ~18% ~24%

SALARIES SUBCONTRACTORS MATERIALS

Note: There are also rates for partnerships and proprietorships. Contact us for more details on these rates.

Are you a corporation 
or a different type  

of entity?

Are you Canadian-
controlled or  

foreign-owned? Are you privately-
owned or public?

Return Rates for Canadian-Controlled 
Private Corporation (CCPC) 

Return Rates for Foreign or  
Publicly-Owned (non-CCPC)

~36% ~42%
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WHAT UNCERTAINTIES HAVE YOU OVERCOME?
The following are the three questions that your SR&ED advisor will help you address (taken straight from Form T661):

What scientific or technological 
uncertainties did you attempt to 

overcome - uncertainties that could 
not be removed using standard 

practice?

What work did you perform in the 
tax year to overcome the scientific 

or technological uncertainties 
described above?

What scientific or technological 
advancements did you achieve as a 

result of the work described?

WHAT HAVE YOU DOCUMENTED TO SUPPORT YOUR CLAIM?
Proper SR&ED documentation is required to:

Highlight technological 
uncertainties and time put against 
them in order to find a solution

  Timesheets

  Version control for all technical documents

  Prototypes, including software and physical products

  Test documents

  Developer or Engineering Notebooks 

  Meeting minutes

  Whiteboard photos

  Emails

Document all technical challenges 
as the work progresses
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WHEN IS  
YOUR FISCAL  
YEAR-END?

You must file your claim within 18 months 
of your fiscal year end. However, if you file 
within 6 months, it is considered a current 

claim and you can receive your return 
within 60 days, on average. 

WHO IS YOUR  
SR&ED ADVISOR?

You don’t want to spend your valuable time 
putting your claim together. It’s tedious, draining, 
and worst of all, takes away time from what you 
should be focusing on: growing your company!

Find an advisor who has a history of filing SR&ED 
claims, defending CRA Reviews, an ongoing 

relationship with the CRA, as well as someone 
who completely understands your company.

BOAST WANTS TO BE YOUR SR&ED PROVIDER

R&D Tax Credits the Easy Way

Thousands of companies leverage Boast to get larger returns, 
faster, with less work.

You Deserve an Innovative Approach to Tax Incentives

The SR&ED tax credit process has been slow and painful for 
decades. Boast automation and expertise saves you time and 
maximizes your claims.

R&D Tax Specialists Have Your Back

In-house experts prepare and validate your claim, and you can 
relax with the Boast AuditShield™ guarantee.

Accelerate Your Innovation Funding

Boast QuickFund™ SR&ED funding lets you invest in more 
innovation throughout the year instead of waiting for tax season.

A Proven Process, Without the Mystery

Boast’s transparent, real-time process is easier and more 
accurate, eliminating that painful end-of-year deadline scramble.

Talk to a Boast expert about your claim today at boast.ai

Hours saved each year 
during your claim process

More accurate claims  
with Boast automation

Faster access to SR&ED 
tax credits with Boast 
QuickFund™

Larger claims with Boast  
and with payroll, project,  
and finance integrations

60h

35%

5x

15%

The Boast Advantage
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RESOURCES
Here are some additional SR&ED resources for you to read. 

All SR&ED-related blog posts can be found here.  The CRA’s SR&ED info page can be found here.

SR&ED BASICS FOR BEGINNERS
Infographic: Everything You Need to Know  
About SR&ED Tax Credits »

Top 5 Questions to Determine Whether You’re  
Eligible for SR&ED »

Your SR&ED Claim Checklist » 

8 SR&ED Myths De-Bunked »

TIPS ON DOCUMENTATION
Four Productivity Hacks for Claiming SR&ED in 2015 »

Do I Really Have to Document my SR&ED Eligible Work? »

5 Ways to Improve Contemporaneous Documentation »

SR&ED TIPS FOR THOSE ALREADY CLAIMING
7 Questions You Need to Ask SR&ED Consultants » 

5 Tips to Speed Up Your SR&ED Claim Process » 

So You’re Successfully Claiming SR&ED… » 

When is Your Project Eligible for SR&ED? »

SR&ED PROGRAM CHANGES & UPDATES
Working on your R&D? Review the 2014 SR&ED  
Program Changes »

CRA Processed Claims Within 68 Days on  
Average in 2013 »

How Will the Form T661 Changes Affect  
My SR&ED Claim? »

CRA REVIEWS
Is the CRA Becoming More Strict on SR&ED 
Requirements? »

Everything You Need to Know About SR&ED Reviews »

What To Do When The CRA Reduces Your SR&ED Claim »

CRA’S TOOLS & RESOURCES
First Time Claimant Services »

Have You Tried the SR&ED Self- Assessment  
Learning Tool? »

Concierge Service To Help You Find Relevant  
Innovation Resources »

INNOVATION FUNDING PROGRAMS & SERVICES
Find more innovation funding blogs here.

How to Access $26 Billion in Canadian Grant Funding »

Your Ultimate Guide to Innovation Funding »

How The Build in Canada Innovation Funding  
Program (BCIP) Can Help Startups Get Their  
First Paying Customers »

Non-Dilutive Funding: SR&ED Financing Tips To  
Get Your Refund Before Your Claim Is Filed »
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